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The problem, as presented, is to derive analytical expressions for 
the conversion gain, bandwidth, and noise figure of a self excited tunnel 
diode converter and to verify, if possible, the validity of these express- 
ions by building such a converter. These analytical results are presented 
and discussed. The converter circuit is shown along with the resulting 
intermediate frequency output. Gain and bandwidth measurements are also 
given. It is concluded that the self excited converter could very defin­
itely be of value as a low noise pre-amplifying device in the ultra-high 
frequency and microwave frequency ranges.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Statement of the problem.
The purpose of this study was to obtain analytical expressions for 
the conversion gain, bandwidth, and noise figure of a self excited tunnel 
diode parametric down converter* A converter was then built and tests 
were made in the laboratory for the purpose of verifying the validity cf 
these expressions.
The analytical approach used was similar to that employed by Chang ^
i
for a pump driven converter. Chang biased a tunnel diode on the positive 
resistance portion of its volt-ampere characteristic and used an external 
pump-(-local oscillator) - as the amplifier energy source.
In this study, the tunnel diode was biased on the negative resistance 
portion of its volt-ampere characteristic and made to oscillate by the 
addition of proper tuned circuitry. This means that the self-excited
i
tunnel diode not only supplies the non-linear esistive parameter for fre­
quency mixing, but also serves as the amplifier energy source. Thus, the 
need for a separate local oscillator energy source is eliminated.
B. Significance of the study.
The principal of parametric amplification has been understood since 
about 1830, but has only recently been given impetus by the need for low- 
noise pre-amplifying devices in the ultra-high frequency and microwave 
frequency ranges. This need has, to some extent, been filled by the 
parametric amplifier.
To date, the term "parametric amplifier" has been applied strictly 
to devices which utilize either non-linear inductance or non-linear
2capacitance as a means of frequency conversion. The recent advent of 
the tunnel diode now adds a non-linear resistor to this class of para­
metric mixing devices. Thus, the three basic electrical parameters, re­
sist ance, capacitance and inductance, can be utilized as converting de­
vices which exhibit conversion gain. It should be emphasized that this 
conversion gain, along with low noise figure, is the major advantage of 
parametric amplifying devices.
In the case of the non-linear inductors and capacitors, low noise 
figure is achieved by virtue of conversion gain in conjunction with the 
fact that capacitance and inductance, being reactive, do not contribute 
noise to the overall system. The tunnel diode, being resistive, must 
achieve its lo\v noise in a slightly different manner. This might best 
be explained by comparing the tunnel diode converter to a conventional 
p-n junction diode converter which utilizes the non-linear portion of 
the forward bias characteristic for mixing (see Figure la). In this 
case, the input generator (antenna) sees a net positive resistance and 
thus any conversion must be accompanied by loss. The p-n junction diode 
also contributes both shot noise and thermal noise in conjunction with 
this conversion loss, which means a poor noise figure for the overall 
converter system.
In comparison, a typical tunnel diode volt-ampere characteristic is 
shown in Figure lb. This characteristic exhibits a negative resistance 
over the voltage region shown and thus, under proper operating conditions, 
will present a net negative resistance to the input generator. This means 
that the tunnel diode should give gain as well as frequency conversion, 
which is the reason for the predicted low noise figure of the tunnel diode 
converter as compared to the conventional p-n junction diode.
3V
(a) Volt Ampere Characteristic of p-n junction detector 
diode.
(b) Volt-»ampere characteristic of tunnel diode.
Figure 1.
4Another important feature of the tunnel diode is the faet that it 
may be used for down conversion and still exhibit gain due to its nega- 
tive resistance • This is a definite advantage over the non-linear capa­
citance and inductance converters which can only exhibit gain when used 
as up-converters,
C, Reasons for the investigation.
An interest in both the areas of communications and theory and 
application of solid state devices led the author to a study of parametric 
amplifiers, A decision was then made to explore this area for a possible 
thesis topic.
The paper by Chang3’, previously referred to, proved very interesting 
and enlightening since there, one of the newest solid state devices, the 
tunnel diode, had been applied to the relatively new field of low noise 
receiver design using parametric techniques. In the concluding remarks of 
this paper Hr, Chang noted that n,,,the possibility of making the diode 
pump circuit self oscillatory exists.M
A search of the literature showed that results of any possible fur­
ther work on such a self excited circuit had not been published in the 
form presented in this paper. This led to the conclusion that investiga­
tion and analysis of a circuit of this type would contribute significantly 
to the author1 s knowledge of communication receiver design, solid state 
theory, and noise theory.
5CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
In a short paper published in the IRE Proceedings W. W. Mumford 
furnishes a list of selected references on parametric amplifiers* The 
references begin with a paper by M. Faraday regarding parametric vibra­
tions of elastic surfaces which was published in 1&31* This list con­
tains a total of two hundred such references, the last of which is a 
paper presented by K. K. N. Chang. The title of Change paper is " A Low 
Noise Tunnel Diode Amplifier” and it was published in the July, 1959, 
issue of the IRE Proceedings. As many as fifty references which have been 
published since Chang* s paper appeared in 1959 could probably be added to 
this list.
The range of topics in Mumford* s list includes parametric devices of 
all types such as mechanical devices, varactor diodes, ferromagnetic de­
vices, traveling wave devices, electron beam devices, and the tunnel 
diode. Thus, a review of all the previous literature on parametric devices 
and techniques would be an impossible task.
The material which was most helpful to the author in presenting 
this paper must be attributed to two papers by K. K. N. Chang. In his 
first paper, Chang^ presents a general method whereby analytic express­
ions for conversion gain, bandwidth, and noise figure may be obtained 
for a non-linear inductor having a magnetic flux-current relationship 
given by the equation <$)(t) —  L  0 ■X('fc) .
In the second paper, Chang^ uses the same approach that was used in 
his previous work. In this case, however, the non-linear device was the 
tunnel diode having a current-voltage relationship given by the second
3
6order approximation X(t) ~ &Q vit)- The experimental
circuit emplo d by Chang to verify his equations used an external local 
oscillator as an en rgy source for the converter.
Although Chang’s papers were very helpful, it was felt that an 
approach to the time variance of the tunnel diode resistance would be 
more logical than the second order approximation. This alternate 
approach was obtained from a paper by D. I. Breitzer^ where the conduct­
ance of the tunnel diode is given by the Fourier Series representation 
as = Gr0 ■+• Z <^± CoS UJ3t where w 3 is the
radian frequency of the external local oscillator.
2A text by Blackwell and Kotzebue proved to be a very useful, source 
of information regarding the analytic approach to the non-linear capaci­
tor (varactor) parametric amplifier. This background theory was helpful 
since it re-emphasized the approach of Breitzer as being more logical 
than Chang's se ond order approximation. In this text, the non-linear 
capacitance of the varactor is given as a time varying function by the 
expression C (t) — Ca + ZC, Cos + . . . where w 3 is 
again the radian frequency of the pump source.
The first edition of the general Electric Tunnel Diode Manual 
was extremely useful through its presentation of tunnel diode theory and 
applications. In this manual, tunnel diode oscillator circuits, ampli­
fiers, and switching circuits are presented and analyzed in detail.
Several other references which were used primarily as background





The tunnel diode is a p-n junction device which makes use of the 
quantum mechanical tunneling phenomenon thereby attaining a unique neg­
ative conductance characteristic and very high frequency performance.
The tunneling phenomenon can best be explained by use of the series of 
p-n junction energy level diagrams shown in Figure 2. Corresponding to 
these diagrams is the resulting volt-ampere characteristic of a typical 
tunnel diode shown in Figure 3*
The energy level diagram of particular interest is illustrated in 
Figure 2a which shows the resulting energy levels at the p-n junction for 
zero d-e bias conditions^ At the junction, the Fenni levels of the p- 
type and n-type semiconductors are located at the same height on the 
energy level diagrams. This equalizing of Fermi levels occurs at any 
crystal junction between two dissimilar materials such as metal to metal, 
metal to semiconductor, or, as in the present case, p-type semiconductor 
to n-type semiconductor.
The tunnel diode energy level diagram is obtained by doping the p- 
type and n-type materials much more heavily than for the ordinary grown 
junction and fused junction diodes. The evolution of this process is 
illustrated in Figure 4. In Figure 4a, the energy level diagram for in­
trinsic germanium is shown with the assumption that the material is at 
zero degrees Kelvin. For this condition, the Fermi-level, E f , which is 
that energy level where the number of occupied energy levels, below EL-f, 
equals the number of vacant energy levels above £ f  , falls midway be-
aP-side N-side
Conduction band
(a) Zero bias condition (Position l). The net current across the 
junction is zero.
(b) Forward bias position for maximum current Ip (Position 2) .
Figure 2. Tunnel diode p-n junction energy level diagrams.
9P-side N-side
Conduction band
(c) Forward bias position for decreasing current (Position 3) . Current 
is approaching Iy.
(d) Forward bias position for increasing current (Position 4). Normal
diode characteristic exhibited for further increase in forward bias.
Figure 2. (Continued)
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Figure 3. Tunnel diode volt-ampere characteristic showing positions corresponding to junction energy level 














(b) Energy level diagrams for p-type and n-type semiconductors. Normal 
rectifier diode doping levels are assumed.










tween the forbidden region having an energy gap of approximately 0.75 
electron volts.
When p-type and n-type semiconductor materials are formed by adding 
acceptor and donor impurities, energy level diagrams as shown in Figure 
4b result. The Fermi level must, by definition, be raised above its in­
trinsic level for n-type s miconductor since free electrons added by the 
donor impurities now occupy some of energy levels in the semiconductor 
conduct on band. Conversely, the Fermi level of the p-type semiconductor 
falls below its intrinsic level since valence electrons have now moved 
out of their bonding structure to ionize the acceptor impurity atoms 
leaving holes in the valence band. Figure 4b is applicable for room 
temperature conditions since a small amount of thermal energy must be 
utilized in order to ionize the donor and acceptor impurities.
As the materials are doped more heavily, it is possible to obtain 
the energy level diagram illustrated in Figure 4c which is applicable 
for the materials used in the manufacture of tunnel diodes. In this case, 
the two materials have been doped so heavily that the Fermi level of the 
p-type semiconductor now falls below the top level of the valence band.
For the n-type semiconductor, the Fermi level is raised to a position 
above the bottom of the conduction band.
The formation of a junction between the p-type and n-type semiconduc-
\
tor materials illustrated in Figure 4c will then result in the p-n junc­
tion energy level diagram previously mentioned and shown in Figure 2.
To understand the tunneling which now takes place for zero bias, it is 
necessary to consider the electrons in the valence band of the p-material 
and in the conduction band of the n-material as possessing wave properties. 
The wave aspects of the electron must be considered because the electron,
when considered strictly as a particle, cannot exist in the forbidden 
region between the valence and conduction bands of the p-n junction. It 
is probable, however, that electron "waves” can penetrate, or "tunnel 
through," the gap if a sufficiently high field intensity (volts/m) can be 
applied at the junction.
This intense junction field-effect is encountered in grown-junction 
and fused-junction diodes under reverse bias application and is often re­
ferred to as Zener breakdown. The Zener effect is simply another name for 
high-field tunneling which occurs under a slightly different set of circum­
stances than that which occurs for the tunnel diode.
The junction field associated with the tunnel diode has a sufficiently 
high intensity for tunneling to occur at zero bias, at very small values 
of forward bias, and for all values of reverse bias. This intense field is 
attributed to a relatively narrow region of uncovered charges (transition 
region) which exists at the tunnel diode junction* Actually such a tran­
sition region exists for grown junction diodes but, in this case, is not 
thin enough to allow tunneling to occur without the application of the 
above mentioned reverse bias.
The reason for the peculiar volt-ampere characteristic of the tunnel 
diode can now be readily explained. As forward bias is applied, the Fermi 
level in the n-type semiconductor moves up until It reaches the level shown 
in Figure 2b and indicated by position two on the V lt-ampere characteris­
tic. At this point, a peak value of forward current is reached since elec­
trons now tunnel from the conduction level of the n-side to the empty va­
lence levels on the p-side at a maximum rate.
A continual increase in the magnitude of the forward bias now causes 
a decrease in current since more and more of the n—type material conduction
14
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electrons encounter the wide forbidden gap. This may be attributed to a 
reduction in the gap field-intensity due to the increased forward bias 
which opposes the field established in the transition region. The cur­
rent will decrease to a minimum indicated by position three on the volt- 
ampere characteristic.
A further increase in forward bias now results in a p-n junction 
mechanism exactly like that encountered in grown junction diodes. In this 
instance, electrons can now move from the n-side conduction levels to the 
p-side conduction levels. Holes will also move from the p-side valence 
levels to the n-side valence levels. The resulting effect on the volt- 
ampere curve is indicated by position four.
Thus, the tunnel diode is seen to exhibit a unique negative resis­
tance over a portion of its volt-ampere characteristic (see Figure 3) •
This negative resistance characteristic has resulted in the tunnel diode 
being used widely in applications requiring very high frequency oscilla­
tions. It may also be used very effectively as a low noise amplifier 
and a high speed switch. In this study the tunnel diode has been used as 
a combination oscillator and amplifier.
B. Ratings and Specifications.
Several factors enter into the determination of tunnel diode ratings 
and specifications. First, there must be limits set on the absolute max­
imum value of the diode current in both the forward and reverse directions. 
This limit must be set since the junction can only dissipate a given maxi­
mum power before the diode burns out.
Ambient temperature is also a limiting factor just as it is in all 
semiconductor products. In most commercially available packages, the 
operating temperature range varies from -55°C to 4100°C.
16
In most applications, the Electrical Engineer is interested in operat­
ing the tunnel diode in the region over which it exhibits negative resis­
tance. This region is generally blocked off and specified in terms of 
the currents and voltages indicated in Figure 3. The peak-point current, 
Ip, is the maximum value of current which occurs while the diode is in 
the tunneling mode described previously in terms of the energy level 
diagrams of Figure 2. The valley-point current, Iv, is the minimum 
current through the tunnel diode as the volt-ampere characteristic begins 
to approach normal grown junction curvature.
Corresponding to the peak-point and valley-point currents are the 
peak-point voltage, VP , and the valley-point voltage,Vv • In some appli­
cations of the tunnel diode the forward-point voltage, V^p , is also of 
interest.
With regard to temperature, Ip and Vp remain fairly stable over the 
-55°C to +10CPC range specified. However, V v and V+Pwill decrease with 
increasing temperature while I v increases with increasing temperature.
An inflection point occurs in the negative resistance region of the 
tunnel diode volt-ampere curve which corresponds to the point of minimum 
dynamic negative resistance. This minimum dynamic negative resistance, 
which is another tunnel diode rating generally furnished by the manufac­
turer, will increase slightly with increasing temperature because of the 
increase in valley current already mentioned. This negative resistance 
change is particularly important in tunnel diode amplifiers where proper 
matching is required.
In addition to the above mentioned ratings and specifications the 
tunnel diode has parasitic resistance, capacitance, and inductance which 
will limit the frequency of operation. The resistance, Rs, represents
17
the lossy portion of the tunnel diode caused chiefly by the bulk resist­
ance of the semiconductor material. The capacitance, C 0 , is the total 
shunt capacity consisting of the sum of junction, package, and lead 
capacitances. The total series inductance , is primarily a function 
of the diode lead wires.
The resulting small signal equivalent circuit of the tunnel diode is 
shown in Figure 5» The parasitic parameters, Rs, Co, and L5, are very 
small, thus allowing the tunnel diode to operate at cut-off frequencies 
up to the ultra-high frequency and microwave frequency spectrum. This 
cut-off frequency limitation is illustrated and explained in section 
A(2) of Chapter V, which deals with the design of the local oscillator.
18
L s
Figure 5. Small signal equivalent circuit of the tunnel diode
CHAPTER IV
ANALYTICAL RESULTS
A. Development of Current-Voltage Relationship for the Parametric
Down Converter,
The procedure used to analyze parametric devices is the same regard­
less of whether the non-linear parameter used is inductance, capacitance 
or resistance. The first step is to write the resulting Fourier series 
for the parameter as a time varying function. Fran this time varying 
function, the relationship between the currents which flow through the 
tunnel diode and the corresponding voltage drops across the diode is 
established. Once this current-voltage relationship has been established, 
an impedance (or Admittance) matrix associated with the tunnel diode may 
be determined. This matrix, in conjunction with generator, circuit, and 
load impedances is then used to derive gain, bandwidth and noise figure 
equations for the converter.
The validity for the above mentioned Fourier series expression in the 
case of the tunnel diode can be shown by the use of Figure 6. In this 
diagram, the dynamic resistance of the diode has been plotted as a function 
of the corresponding diode voltage (or current) for various positions 
over its negative resistance region. If the diode is biased at its in­
flection point, which is the point of minimum negative resistance, then 
any time variation of voltage about this point will result in a time 
variation of the diode resistance. For example, let it be assumed that 
the diode voltage about the inflection point is given as U3 = V 3 Cos uP3t . 
The resulting dynamic resistance variation for one complete cycle of 
is shown in Figure 6. The Fourier series for this time varying
20
Figure 6. Dynamic resistance of tunnel diode as a function of voltage. If the peak-to-peak swing of the 
local oscillator is ZV$ around the inflection point where minimum negative resistance occurs, the 
resulting diode resistance will be the time varying function shown on the right.
21
resistance contains a steady state component in addition to harmonics of 
the applied voltage, • Thus, the tunnel diode resistance may be
written as
Rft)=R0+2r1(Tos CJ3t+. . . a)
The above time variation of the tunnel diode resistance might 
conceivably be obtained by placing an external source, having the voltage 
output ^ 3 , across the diode. This external source would then be 
referred to as the pump source since it is ''pumping” a-c energy into 
the tunnel diode and this energy is, in turn, utilized indirectly for 
conversion and amplification of an input signal.
In most parametric devices, such as those using voltage variable 
capacitors, an external punq> is used. However, the tunnel diode, when 
biased at its inflection point, can be made to oscillate. This self- 
excited tunnel diode is then able to furnish its own pump signal at 
the desired frequency, ~f\ •
If the input signal (RF generator input) , which is given by the 
expression 'U'q ~ S  CtJ±t> , is applied across the terminals of
the self-excited tunnel diode, non-linear mixing of this signal with 
the pump signal, 2/$ , will result. Several harmonic components will 
be generated by this mixing process. For example, a voltage at the 
frequency T will appear across the terminals of the diode.
If is less than bj^ 9 then down conversion is said to
result. This down-converted signal is referred to as the intermediate 
frequency voltage. The symbol is used to denote the magnitude of the 
intermediate frequency where ~ ^ ^3 •
It is obvious from the above discussion that the tunnel diode will 
have voltage drops across its terminals at the lx)^9 UJZ , and UJ^
22
frequencies. Also three current components must flow through the tunnel 
diode at these same three frequencies. If the and U)z signals are
assumed small in comparison to the pump signal, then equation (l) remains 
a valid expression for the time variation of the tunnel diode resistance 
since the RF and IF signals will cause negligable variation in the diode 
resistance.
Now considering the fact that these two small signal currents 
(RF and IF currents) flow through the tunnel diode, the voltage drop 
across the diode can be written as
'irit) = R(t) JLCt) (2)
= RoJLCt) + Z r± JUt) Cos CJ3t
Higher order harmonics are neglected here because they represent voltages 
which are at frequencies beyond the pass-band of required tuned circuits. 
In equation (2) , X> (t,) can be written as
J . t t )  = J . t ( t) + J .2(t)
where JuJ.tr) is the input current from the RF generator and JrZ(t) 
is the IF output current.
The a-c equivalent of the converter circuit to be used in the 
derivation of gain, bandwidth, and noise figure equations is shown 
in Figure 7« It should be pointed out here that the tupnel diode 
is kept in a self-oscillatory state by additional external circuitry 
which is isolated from the input and output loops. This external 
circuitry is not shown in Figure 7 since it has no direct bearing on the 
resulting equations. It can be seen that the tank circuits in the 
input and output loops will give the desired harmonic filtering provided 
that the circuit Q is sufficiently high in each case. These series tanks 
must present a high impedance to off—resonant frequencies, and in 
particular the local oscillator frequency3 T 3 . Isolation at the local
23
2/y \J<£ Sin
Figure 7. A-C equivalent circuit of converter. Oscillator tuned circuits are omitted for clarity in analysis.
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oscillator frequency is a critical requirement since loading of the tunnel 
diode by either R^. or RL -will be stifficient to damp the pump frequency 
oscillations. Conversely and R L should be the impedances seen by 
the tunnel diode at f* and respectively so that undesirable self os­
cillations will not occur at these two frequencies.
B. Derivation of the Tunnel Diode Impedance Matrix.
With the previous assumption that the converter pump signal serves 
the purpose of generating the time varying resistance given by equation 
(1), the impedance presented by the tunnel diode at small-signal frequen­
cies and ~fi can be determined. First, equation (2) is re-written as
v ( t )  =  R . C - q C t H V t ) ]  + 2 r ± C o s  Cj3t  U )
where i(t) has been replaced by its equivalent value X.x(t) + X 2Ct) 
given in equation (3) . From Figure 7, i(t) can also be written as
JL(t) -  Cos (CJ±t +  G±) + C os (CJzt  + 02)
In this expression, Q± , is the phase angle between the RF generator 
voltage and the resulting input loop current assuming the generator 
voltage to be the zero phase reference. The angle Gz represents the 
output loop current phase angle with respect to the same phase reference 
used for G ± .
From equation (4) ,
t)Cosco3t  = Z r1l ! LC o s(o j1t - i-&±) C o s ( J 3t
and
Z  r±xt(h) Coso,t -2  r j zCos(uzt +&z) Cos cj3t
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Using proper trigonometric identities,
Z r ±liCo5(oj±t-h9x) CosOJ3t =  f c o s R ^ - u J t - B j + C o s l C c J z + c j J t W j Q
and
Z.r± l lz Cos (ft t  +9z ) C o s & 3t  =r± I z jCo s [(uj2 -cuj t - & J + - C 0 5  [Cu^+cJjt+ 9jJ
The frequency terms (6tJ3+CuJ) and (0J3 -i-LU^) are filtered out by the input 
and output tank circuits. The frequency (bd3-tj^) is equal to the 
intermediate frequency while (£J3-CJA) is a generated voltage signal 
at the input source frequency^ since CJ3~UJZ-U±.
Thus, the voltage across the tunnel diode as a time varying function 
of the input and intermediate frequency currents is given as
Zr(u±t , U zt) =  R d / C o s  ( W 1t + 0 J +  f i l l C o S  (u)±t  ~ & z )
+  R 0 I ICosCcjzt+dJ-i- r±lXos ( u zt~6J
Because of the presence of the input tank circuit the generator sees 
only the reflected voltage of the tunnel diode at Therefore, the
input loop voltage drop across the tunnel diode is given by
VA‘ Co s (Ujt +CJ - R0I^ Cos (oj^ t ) + r±lz Costcjxt - f t )
The same reasoning applies to the output circuit thus allowing the 
output loop voltage drop across the tunnel diode to be written as
Vz'CosUt+dJ= R0iXos(cjzt  ± e j-h rjz
Therefore,

















I , = 1 Z £ J&±
i >
H 10 It
I  *  =  J-*2.
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V/2 =  V 2' e jSj
The exponential term, serves only to rotate the phasor voltages
V^ t 5 and 1^.1^, through CJAt radians. The same reasoning holds true
. >» jin the case of the o  term. Thus, the phasor relationships
V ^ R J .  +  r J *
V 2 =  R J , +  r J  *
will exist for all values of £.* A\ n d  respectively.
(5)
The tunnel diode may now be considered as a four terminal device having 
input voltage V± and output voltage Vz as shown in Figure 8. Here, the 
diode has been replaced by its non-linear circuit equivalent in series 
with R s, which is the loss resistance of the diode. Rj. and R*. are 
lumped loss resistances in loop one and loop two respectively.
The input-output impedance matrix for the tunnel diode is determined 
from equation (5) and is shown as
V , '







The term impedance matrix is applied here since equation (5) may be 
re-written in the form
(7)
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r ;  L i  C x c »  l .  r ;




r ;  k  c ±
(a) Converter input loop vath tunnel diode replaced by 
its equivalent impedance R 0 +• ^  x
R . -
C * r ; L
Figure 9
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R jl =  R § +-Rj/ +  R  5 +• R 0 
6 JCi
Ra." R L+ R x + R s 4-Ro
X > . =  i^j c
I UIn order to determine QCi the ratio — r — - must be obtained* I v1 1
from equations (10) and (ll). The most direct approach here is to first 
solve equation (11) for I ±. This gives
T -  1 a  +  j %*) £
-  Y.
This value for l^is then substituted into equation (10) giving
■jl6i
\y =  I z _ C R g + j j z X R £ t l ^ l  ^  4- r± 1
£ —  n
*•
z
Since VgSinCjJ^t was originally chosen as the zero reference voltage,
then
|\/ | —  li*l 1 | i z |
r *
from which
IV,I _  ('R1+ j X , ) f R 1-i-jX1) C i (2^ + ^ )4- r± £ -J02
Izl - r 1
It can be seen that 0±=-0x_7£-TT when equation (ll) is written in the form
U z I j R l T "  6 jte^ ) =  - r ± | i i l € . J
— I Qa
where
- i 2 L
f t
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CRi jl j j Xa,)
-j©2R^+X,X,-rA*+j (x*R*-&R,)
-Kl
The conversion gain can now be given in terms of circuit parameters 
by equation (12) . This is the general
4 R . R » r / __________________
[ I  ( M i - w ] *  (12)
expression for current gain which takes into account the possibility 
that the input and output tank circuits might not be tuned to resonance.
Maximum gain will occur when the input and output tanks are properly 
timed to resonance so that X^O and 0 • The resulting expression for 
fyco is given by equation (13).
„  4 R , R
r s j 2 (13)
In order to simplify calculations, a term C^ co , which is the normal­
ized conversion gain will be defined as
—  —  % - c o R A .
R u R ,
Therefore,









t ^ I r T
Figure 10 shows Qco(dh) plotted as a function of A  
It can be seen that as A " -*- © O  #
Thus, for fixed circuit resistances, the conversion gain is a squared
function of the second order conversion term 9 Y\
D« Bandwidth.
The frequency bandwidth of an amplifier may be defined as that 
range of frequencies over which the a-c power developed in the load is 
equal to or greater than one half the maximum power developed in the load. 
This definition may be written in the applicable equation form
from which
>  . A-  z (14)
_______________  Cl -  A  Y_________________ _  JL
U c f c w r  * & - * ) *  r " 2
or
dkk + 1~*J+ = z ( '" x)2 (15)
It has been previously determined from the input and output loop 
equations that
X , =  V i * -  z f e .
2^- ^  Z kj C.^
and
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Figure 10. _^co(plb) VS. A
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From these two expressions
s  2  L x  (u j - oj± )
and
y _ / | I f  C*-Ja' (aJ_ LaJ-3. )
Az - Vzi-z[ UJZ oj3-Cu>J
s  Z  L z ( o J ±  -  C j )
For the purpose of bandwidth calculations w  is assumed to be the half- 
power frequency in which case
U =  U B
and
A z =  U B
where B is the amplifier bandwidth.
Equation (15) may now be written in the approximate form
( ^ + 1 - 4 +  ( n t - V r U a ~ A)1






B a Ck«5, + 1-X + B O , B O ; 2 ( 1 - A ) :■** /'*y 1 i 4 0 x  o ? .
In order to further simplify this expression, it is necessary to com­
plete the squared terms on the left to obtain the quadratic equation
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B 'f  +(jkB ' ( W +
defining the term C 2  q L^) ? the above equation can be written as
b ^ S : / -  b 2[ - s c c i ~ a )  -  a - c f j -  o - a ) z ( ^ ) z=  o
from whichE * c a - a)-a - cF]±J[-zca-A )-a -o 2j 2+ 4 ^ - ^
5  =
The^normalized bandwidth for the converter will now be defined as
B  Q i
OJ. By writing the bracketed term as
- £ c a - A ) - a - c ) i = £ c a + A ) - a + c ) z
and utilizing the normalized bandwidth expression, a more meaningful 
equation is obtained for the normalized bandwidth in the form
c g _  Lzc(l + A ) - ( t + C ) z]  + J[2C(U-A)-(1+C)2+ 4C(1-A)T (16)
2 < : z
The plus sigh is used here since the negative root would imply that an 
imaginary value of S exists.
This expression for S z is rather meaningless in the unwieldy form 
given. For this reason a value of C was chosen as one and then the re­
sulting normalized bandwidth was calculated for values of A  from zero to 
one. The results of these calculations are plotted in Figure 11, By 
comparing this curve to the plot of Qco VS. A  , it can be seen 
that as the predicted amplifier gain increases, the bandwidth decreases. 
In particular, it should be pointed out that as the theoretical gain 
approached infinity ( A  — ^  d. ) » the bandwidth goes to zero. This is
36
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Figure 11 Converter normalized bandwidth as a function of gain factor 71. (c=
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the situation encountered in most amplifier circuits.
The reason for choosing C =  1 can be best explained by stating that 
since C — -7=-^ , then the tuned circuitry will generally be designed
such that *-*/£.j is approximately equal to the inverse ratio of the 
intermediate frequency (IF) to the input frequency (RF)• Thus, C will 
generally be greater than one. Thus, the value C =  1 was chosen as 
the limiting value. For C y 1 all of the resulting curves of S vs. A  
will have starting values at A  -  O  less than the corresponding value 
for C —~ 1. In all cases the bandwidth will decrease with increasing gain.
E. Noise Figure.
Definition. The noise figure of the tunnel diode converter-amplifier 
may be obtained from the expression





F L _  -  
N OUT
=  O u t p u t  s i g n a l - t o - n o i s e  r a t i o
1£L -  Input si<grml-to-noi5e ratio
n ,n
The term F in this equation is the symbol for the noise figure which may 
now be defined as
F  =
V N o u r
This equation states mathematically that the amplifier noise figure is
given as the input signal to noise ratio divided by the output signal to
noise ratio.
It. is desirable to obtain as low a noise figure as possible with 
the minimum obtainable value of F being one. If it were possible to 
obtain this minimum noise figure of one it would simply mean that no 
additional, noise has been introduced into the system by the amplifier* 
In this study, the noise figure equation is further modified as
jC* —  P  IN N o u r
P t  N . n
or
P  —
$-c N  ,N (17)
Thermal Noise in Resistors* Circuit resistive elements contribute 
noise to a system by virtue of spurious disturbances caused by thermal 
interaction between free electrons and vibrating ions. These disturbances 
occur primarily in resistors where the electronic mean free path is small* 
With regard to noise generation then, a resistor may be represented 
by the combination of a noise source equivalent voltage generator in 
series with the corresponding resistor. The equivalent circuit of this 
combination is shown in Figure (12) •
The mean squared value of the noise voltage is given by the equation
e f  =  4 - K T R A f  a s )
where K is Boltzman's constant, T is the temperature of the resistor in 
degrees Kelvin, and R  the magnitude of the resistance in ohms. The term 
A f  is an arbitrary bandwidth and for a resistor has a typical value 
of 10'3 cps*
This very high value of allows the assumption that the resistor 
noise output is constant for all frequencies and m a y  be limited only by 
external circuitry. Noise of this type is termed white noise since it 
theoretically includes all frequencies of the spectrum*
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Noise Equivalent of the Tunnel Diode. Niels on? and Tiemann® have 
shown in separate papers that the small-signal-noise equivalent circuit
of the tunnel diode may be represented as shown in Figure 13a. In this 
circuit, X D is given by the expression
J c /  =  Z  e I DA f
where I D is the quiescent current of the diode assuming it is biased at 
the inflection point.
—  Z.This expression for JL0 may also be written as
X DZ =  4 K T  G e
where
r  -  < ? i .
“ Z K T
The quantity Ge is referred to as the thermal equivalent conductance of 
the tunnel diode.
Corresponding to the current source equivalent of Figure 13a is its
— ■ zThevenin’s equivalent shown in Figure 13b. In this case Co is given as
e » 2 =  4 K T ( ^ ) | R , |
For Germanium tunnel diodes operating at frequencies above 30 KG the ratio 
^ e/Qv is approximately equal to one. For the circuit used in this study 
this approximation is valid. Therefore, the expression for the noise equiv­
alent voltage of the tunnel diode is
e 02 =  4 K T ) R 0 | ( 1 9 )
Input Noise Power. Referring to Figure 14, which shows the converter- 
amplifier block diagram with the input generator replaced by its internal 
resistance Rg, the maximum input noise power for matched conditions is
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Figure 12. Voltage-source equivalent of a resistor shown as a 
noise voltage generator.
(a) Current-source equivalent of a tunnel diode shown as a noise 
current generator.
(b) Voltage-source equivalent of a tunnel diode shown as a noise 
voltage generator.
Figure 13
N, = f t ;  Nour = I ?  Rl
= K T . A f
Figure 14* Block diagram of converter showing input generator replaced by its noise voltage generator
lit
4 - K T F L A f
- — T K ^  
=  K T 0A f
(20)
Output Noise Power. In order to determine the noise output power 
it is necessary to use equation (6) as was done in the calculation for 
conversion gain. It is also convenient to utilize the input and output 
loop circuits with the narrow band condition assumed so that X.±= 0  •
These circuits are illustrated in Figure 15a and 15b where each circuit 
component is shown in series with its noise voltage generator.
Around the input loop the mean squared voltages are summed up to
give
£ /  =  +• e l  +- e l
= 4  K A f  ( R jT0+ FfjT+)R„\T)
where T © is the reference temperature of the generator resistance Rg. 
From the output loop
El = ef + el + el
= 4 K A f(R LT+RJ+|R^T)
Since X A = — O  , the impedance matrix of the tunnel diode
gives the noise voltage relationshipl&j X X Xl£J
■ -
A r 2 _ r 2_ (21)
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R± eDz (Rp)
(a) Converter input loop used for noise figure calculations.
K \  e f  R* e /
R L
e





From this relationship I 2 is the resulting output noise current and 
thus the output noise power is
n out= i * r l
The solution for I 2 gives
2
n










+ | £ Jr±
results. Goldman states that it is l’...a general practical fact that any 
two signals arising from independent sources are orthogonal.” In other 
words, two independent random signals such as )6j  and 1 6 1 are uncorrelated 
and at any given time the probability is strong that l£J will be zero 
when I 6 J  has a maximum value and vice-versa. In such statistical 
processes only voltages (or currents) having quadratic content such 
as )<£J are meaningful. Therefore, ^zI may be set equal to zero




n °ot [r±rz- n*]* &  +  r / ^ l  J
Amplifier Noise Figure. The noise figure of the amplifier may now 
be written as
rr —  r±*\i______-1 A  n  c 12 i R±21 c |* 7
h ~ 4R^r^ KT0Af [B A - V j *  | _ r ^ l c - i  J




I f J  =  £ *
l £ J 2 =  £
Z 
2.
the above equation for F  shows that 
CT —  ___1_____•^ -KToRjAf ["^KAf (RjT.+R^T +|RjTj
- h ^ h  4 K d f ( R . T + R . T ^ R J T )
R  _*■ D
By making the approximations
lRc.1 f R .  +  R , + l R . J ) f f ,  X
R ,  R~  1  +  T a p H t  +  " R ?  +  ' ■ " ‘■ r ' . ' r .  A'3- •]
T  ~  ,
T o  “  -1
R± ~  Q
*3
Rw =  R , = 0
(22)
the above equation for F simplifies to
p a  i l JR*!, i R l +  1Rp! -1h  -  1 +  R  +  r ,
= 1 + m  ( x + -%)+■% (23)
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which has an optimum value for A - l o f  F  —  )  • It isr'3-
obvious from these results that the noise figure is very definitely a 
function of the amplifier gain since f~- Thus, for the desirable
low noise figure, the amplifier should be designed for maximum gain*
This of course means that the noise factor is improved at the expense of 
bandwidth since it has already been shown that the bandwidth decreases 
with increasing gain*
CHAPTER V
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
A. Procedure.
Introduction. Since no text information was available on the design 
approach to the self-excited converter presented here, it was necessary 
to proceed in what the author assumed to be the most logical sequence.
First the tunnel diode oscillator was designed, built, and tested as dis­
cussed below.
Coupling the input and output signals across the tunnel diode appears 
simple in  the mathematical analysis. However, this proved to  be the most 
difficult part of the circuit design* Workable filters were finally de­
signed and the converter circuit completed.
In  order to show that the converter was accomplishing its purpose, 
a one stage IF tuned voltage amplifier was added. This proved necessary 
since it was impossible to filter all of the RF signal out of the load re­
sistor.
Gain and bandwidth measurements were made and are reported under the 
heading of Results. No  attempt was made to measure the noise figure 
experimentally because of the lack of necessary equipment.
Local Oscillator Design. Fr o m  the a-c equivalent circuit of Figure 5* 
the tunnel diode is seen to possess sufficient circuit parameters for self 
oscillation. This is true provided that an external bias supply is of 
proper magnitude to cause the diode to exhibit negative resistance.
The conditions for self oscillation and the corresponding self 
resonant frequency can be determined by setting the impedance looking 
into the input terminals equal to zero. Wien this is done the equation
for Z IN is given as
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2 jn —  R §  j L_s I &.\i  j c<j C d I G a i
from which
[3-IG.IRs-u>*Ls C0 + l ]  + jtu|C1(RJ-LJ|a.l]
The requirement for sinusoidal oscillation is then
j Gi 1 CLd
R ,  _  L « (24)
The corresponding frequency of oscillation is
(25)
From these equations it is seen that the frequency of oscillation can be 
changed by vaiying any one of the circuit parameters involved.
One other requirement for stable oscillation is that the d-c load 
line must have a slope larger than the slope of the I-V characteristic 
at the inflection point (assuming that this is the quiescent point) •
This requires that the total d-c series resistance, R T  ,be less than 
the magnitude of the negative resistance of the tunnel diode or R T <C|R.l • 
If this requirement is not met and R T is made greater than J R  a | , then
the diode operates in an bi-stable switching, mode.
After the requirements for oscillation were established, it was 
necessary to determine the frequency of operation. Although* as previous­
ly mentioned, the tunnel diode is applicable at frequencies in the 
microwave spectrum, it was felt that the results would be more conclusive 
if the waveforms could be analyzed by  the use of an oscilloscope. The 
upper 3 db frequency of the oscilloscope used was 30 me and this was 
chosen as the initial value of the local oscillator frequency.
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The oscillator circuit used in this experiment and its a-c equiv­
alent are shewn in Figures 16 and 17 respectively. Also shown is the 
resulting sinusoidal output voltage. A I N 2.939 tunnel diode having
a 1 ma peak current was used. The manufacturer lists the IN 2 9 3 9  electri­
cal characteristics as follows:
2 P - 1  w a  
I v = 0 .1  m a  
Vp -  (oO ymr
Vy = 350 mv 
[Go\ = G 6 x l O ~ 3m h o  
Co -  5 - 1 5  p f  
l_5 — G~ 1 Z. K
F\s = 1.5 -  4-ohms
From the given value of | C 0 I » it- was established for d-c bias 
conditions that
R r < \&J
—  ___ 1 —
-  C.6U0-3
To insure stable bias it is generally best to make R T  somewhere between 
0 .3 and 0 .7 times Q. J • ^  can seen from the equivalent circuit
of Figure 18 that
+  +
and R ^  is given a maximum value of 4ohms by the manufacturer.
With R ± fixed at 100 ohms, the value for R z can be obtained from 
the d-c equivalent circuit of Figure 18. From this circuit
_ Et,h Eoiooe
2- -i-
-L  t o t  fit i—
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Lo
1 N 2 9 3 9
Figure 16. Local oscillator circuit used showing 30 me output waveform 
which appeared across the tunnel diode.
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L*L6+L s
Figure 17. A-C equivalent of local oscillator circuit
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Figure 18. D-C equivalent circuit of local oscillator
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where
R*. “  J- 0 IOD£
DlODIs
At the inflection point of the I N 2 9 3 9  diode I-V characteristic 
E D|OB£=  150 mv and I DIOo£ =  0 .5 ma. Therefore,
Diode. O.S’-b- } 5 0  )00
— 2- m  a
and
d  l . g - O . i  5  
_  2  X 1 0 - 3
S  £ . 7 5  o h m s
Since these resistance values are only close approximations a  1000 ohm 
potentiometer was added in series with a 500 ohm resistor so that E oiod£: 
could be varied to give maximum output.
Assuming that
i_ — i-5 + L0
and
C - Co + Co
where and CA are the added series inductance and shunt capacitance 
necessary to cause the circuit to oscillate at the desired freouency, the 
relationship
% r _ 1 ~~ Ra 1 Cr0\L C  —  CJ2.
-0. 1 1  x l 0 -i6>
is established. Setting L —  0.2 ywh in this expression gives the required 
value for C =  55 m m f .
Coupling Circuits. In the derivation of the analytical expressions
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for amplifier gain, bandwidth, and noise figure, it was assumed that 
Q al and QfcWere very high. It was found that these hi^i values for 
Q x anc{ Q^could not be obtained with simple series tuned circuits since 
the total series resistance was so low in both the input and output loops. 
This necessitated the insertion of coupling filters as shown in the 
completed converter circuit of Figure 19*
In the input loop a band-pass filter was built having a pass-band 
such that the generator impedance would not be in parallel with the tunnel 
diode at the local oscillator frequency. The impedance of this filter 
was also made high at the intermediate frequency, again to insure that the 
generator would not load the circuit at this frequency. The filter 
proved workable but was by no means ideal since it attenuated the RF 
signal when the signal generator was loaded by the tunnel diode.
A low pass filter was inserted in the output loop. This filter
proved acceptable, but not perfect, since a small percentage of RF signal 
appeared across the load resistor. This would be no problem in a prac­
tical application since IF amplifiers, such as the one used with this 
converter circuit, will filter out undesirable signals. Recommendations 
for improvement in filter characteristics are made in a later section.
Converter Circuit. The completed converter is shown in Figure 19 
along with the oscillographs of the wave forms across the tunnel diode and 
the output tank circuit of the IF amplifier. In order to verify conver­
sion, one picture of the oscilloscope voltage presentation was taken across 
the IF output tank with no modulation on the RF signal. This is indicated 
in Figure 20b. Figure 20a shows the tunnel diode wave form under these 
same conditions of zero per-cent modulation.











Figure 19, Completed converter circuit
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(a) Wave form across the tunnel diode with unmodulated carrier impressed.
(b) 10 me wave form across the tuned plate of the IF amplifier with 
unmodulated carrier impressed.
](c) Wave form across the tuned plate of the IF amplifier with 1000 cps 
modulating the RF carrier.
Figure 20
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1000 cps audio signal. The resulting modulated IF signal is shown in 
Figure 20c.
Gain and Bandwidth. With the 50 ohm RF generator coupled across 
the tunnel diode and a matching 50 ohm load resistor, the maximum gain 
was determined to be 0.4* This is actually a loss. Further experimen­
tation showed that the band pass filter was attenuating the RF signal 
by an approximate ratio of 5:1. Therefore, this filter could only be 
termed workable since it did at least perform the required function of 
presenting a high impedance to the tunnel diode at the local oscillator 
frequency. This allowed the desired mixing of the RF and L0 signals, 
as shown in Figure 19b, but prevented positive db gain.
The measured bandwidth of the amplifier was found to be approximate­
ly 8 me. It was also found that this was the bandwidth of the band-pass 
filter. This w's to be expected since the low-pass filter in the output 





Although the results of the experimental portion of this study were 
not entirely atisfactory, they do indicate that the tunnel diode can very 
definitely be used as a converter in the VHF range. The primary problem 
in designing the circuitry is obtaining the necessary RF and IF coupling.
Since the tunnel diode is so sensitive to external circuit varia­
tions, it would probably be much better suited for operation at a higher 
frequency. This would allow commercial filters to be used in the input 
and output loops.
B. Recomendations for Further Study.
It has been concluded that the self-excited tunnel diode converter
might be better suited for higher frequency operations. At present,
microwave tunnel diodes having cut-off frequencies la the range of 3 kmc
are commercially available. Thus, the design of the local oscillator
using coaxial or waveguide components is very promising.
One other aspect which presents itself is the possibility of mixing
with a frequency other than w 3 . For example, the resistive variation 
given by
RCt) ~ R0+/tr±CostJ3t  +Z)rz CosZoj?>t+. . .
has a sizeable second hamonic term, .
Mien the RF input signal is applied, a voltage component at the frequency 
2w 3 - w4 will result. This means that the frequency of the RF generator 
signal could be much higher than the fundamental frequency of the local 
oscillator, thus facilitating design of the timed circuitry.
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It is obvious that the effect of the un-bypassed bias-resistor combin­
ation of R  2. R 2 will have some loading effect on the RF generator.
This loading effect was neglected in the analytical results, but it can 
not be discounted. One possible way of avoiding this difficulty is illus­
trated in Figure 21. In this diagram, L 0 and CQ form the LO tank circuit. 
The large inductor, Li, effectively isolates the LO signal from the D.C. 
supply. This will allow the practical circuit to approach more closely 




Figure 21. Local oscillator with D. C. supply isolated by Lj_.
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